Introduction: from AD patient genome to \'disease in a dish\'
=============================================================

Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is a common, fatal neurodegenerative disease that currently afflicts more than 35 million people worldwide \[[@B1]\]. With the increasing longevity and aging of many populations around the world, the devastation caused by AD to patients, their families, societies and economies is growing. Currently, there is no approved treatment with a proven disease-modifying effect \[[@B2]\].

Mechanistic studies of AD generally rely on autopsy samples, which are limited in supply and contain the disease aftermath, or on animal models, which do not fully recapitulate AD pathogenesis. Consequently, it has been very difficult to elucidate the initiating events of AD. Furthermore, recent clinical trials for AD have been largely disappointing. A proper understanding of the initiating events of AD and the existence of live disease models that accurately recapitulate the pathogenesis would lead to a much better informed therapeutic development effort.

Within the past few years, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of AD have uncovered new susceptibility genes for the sporadic form of AD (sAD), and many of these genes appear to be part of similar biochemical pathways. Nevertheless, creating systems that can validate and study these genes has been a major challenge.

Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology has the potential to capture the genomes of AD patients and to generate live cellular models of both the familial AD (fAD) and sAD. These models might allow us to identify the earliest events of AD, to investigate aspects of AD pathogenesis that are not recapitulated in animal models, and to validate and build upon findings from GWAS.

In this review, we begin by summarizing our current understanding of the genetics and genomics of AD, and continue by discussing recent studies of iPSCs that are relevant to the study of AD. As AD is a complex neurodegenerative disease, we focus on studies of the genomic fidelity of iPSCs, on research on the differentiation of iPSCs into neural cells, and on the modeling of neurodegenerative diseases *in vitro*.

Alzheimer\'s disease: clinical features and pathology
=====================================================

At the cognitive level, AD begins with deficits in the ability to form new memories. These deficits are similar to those that occur during the normal aging process but in AD they subsequently progresses to global cognitive decline. For most patients, disease onset occurs after the age of 65 years (late-onset AD), but early-onset AD, in which dementia can begin as early as the third decade, also exists. The pathological course of the disease, as measured in post-mortem samples, appears to parallel the cognitive decline closely: the hallmark pathologies of AD initially appear in regions of the brain that are associated with the formation of new memories, such as the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, and culminate in near global neurodegeneration.

Two hallmark pathologies are used to diagnose AD definitively and both are thought to be crucial in disease pathogenesis. The first, amyloid plaques, are cerebral extracellular deposits primarily composed of amyloid β (Aβ) peptides \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. The second, neurofibrillary tangles, are filamentous accumulations of hyperphosphorylated tau protein located in the somatodendritic compartment of neurons \[[@B1]\].

Because the plaques and tangles from a given AD patient are not available for study until autopsy, often only after the endpoint of disease, it has been very difficult to determine how plaques and tangles contribute to disease progression. Live models of AD that accurately recapitulate the pathogenesis are therefore of great potential value.

In addition to the two hallmarks, many other pathologies have been observed at autopsy. Some, such as accumulations of endocytic and axonal vesicles, have been seen very early in disease pathogenesis \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. Other pathologies that are detected more frequently in AD autopsies than in control samples include a reduction in synapse number, a reduction in neurotrophin levels, damage to mitochondria, aberrant cell cycle re-entry, calcium signaling dysregulation, and the activation of astrocytes and microglia \[[@B1]\]. Another class of AD pathologies, including vascular disease, cholesterol dysregulation, and reduction of insulin-pathway components, are only observed in subsets of AD patients \[[@B1]\]. The relative importance of both the hallmarks and all of these pathologies to disease initiation and propagation, though of extreme interest, is obscured by the limitations of animal models and evidence from autopsies. An abundant source of live, patient-specific neural cells could allow researchers to probe the contributions of these pathologies to overall pathogenesis.

Genetics and genomics of Alzheimer\'s disease
=============================================

Familial AD
-----------

Major breakthroughs in the current understanding of AD came in the 1990s when research groups identified three genes that were mutated in rare, dominantly inherited forms of early-onset AD (called fAD) \[[@B7]-[@B10]\]. These genes encode the amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin 1 and presenilin 2. Interestingly, all three proteins play important roles in the biochemical pathway that generates amyloid plaques. Aβ peptides are aggregation-prone protein fragments that are cleaved from APP, a process that involves the proteolytic enzymes β-secretase and γ-secretase. The presenilins constitute a necessary subunit of γ-secretase \[[@B11]\].

This genetic evidence is the foundation of the predominant hypothesis of AD pathogenesis: the amyloid cascade hypothesis. The main tenet of this hypothesis is that pathologically elevated levels of Aβ or an increase in the ratio of Aβ^1-42^to Aβ^1-40^is necessary and sufficient to trigger disease \[[@B12]\]. There is, however, a growing body of evidence that aberrant levels of other components of the APP processing pathway, such as the APP β carboxy-terminal fragments or cleaved amino-terminal fragments, can drive pathogenesis (reviewed in \[[@B13]\]).

Another major weakness of the amyloid cascade hypothesis is that animal models that harbor fAD mutations, although they have contributed invaluably to our current understanding of AD, fail to recapitulate AD pathogenesis fully. Mouse models that overexpress fAD-mutant forms of APP and/or presenilin 1 develop plaques but fail to develop tangles or significant neurodegeneration (reviewed in \[[@B14]\]). Mouse models that develop both plaques and tangles exist but are additionally transgenic for human *tau*: they contain the P301L mutation found in another form of dementia known as frontotemporal dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 (FTD-17) \[[@B15]\]. Important species-specific differences in genome and protein composition are probably major causes of the limitations of mouse models. Indeed, Geula *et al.*\[[@B16]\] observed differences in response to injected amyloid preparations between rodents and primates and between two different primate species. The generation of accurate human models of AD has the potential to provide a powerful way to study or avoid differences between species.

Sporadic AD
-----------

Another major gap in our current understanding of AD is the issue of sAD. The vast majority (\> 95%) of AD appears to be sAD \[[@B17]\]. Although sAD and fAD have identical end-stage neuropathologies, sAD is generally late-onset and its underlying genetics are surprisingly different from those of fAD. Sporadic AD is thought to be caused by a combination of multiple gene variants and environmental factors. In a large study of twins, the genetic contribution to sAD was estimated to be 58-79% \[[@B18]\]. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} provides details of the genes that, to date, have been found to associate most strongly with sAD and fAD.

###### 

Genes most strongly associated with fAD and sAD\*

  Gene             AD type    Product                                                  Function or pathway                                                                        ID method         Reference(s)
  ---------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------- --------------------------
  *APP*            Familial   Amyloid precursor protein                                Cell surface receptor, vesicle trafficking, cell signaling                                 Pedigree          \[[@B79],[@B80]\]
  *PSEN1*          Familial   Presenilin 1                                             Proteolytic subunit of γ-secretase                                                         Pedigree          \[[@B10]\]
  *PSEN2*          Familial   Presenilin 2                                             Proteolytic subunit of γ-secretase                                                         Pedigree          \[[@B8],[@B9]\]
  *APOE*           Sporadic   Apolipoprotein E                                         Apoprotein, catabolism of triglyceride-rich lipoprotein constituents, endocytosis          Candidate, GWAS   \[[@B81]-[@B83]\]
  *CLU*            Sporadic   Clusterin (Apolipoprotein J)                             Secreted chaperone                                                                         Candidate, GWAS   \[[@B21],[@B22],[@B84]\]
  *PICALM*         Sporadic   Phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly protein   Clathrin assembly, endocytosis                                                             GWAS              \[[@B21]\]
  *EXOC3L2*        Sporadic   Exocyst complex component 3-like 2                       Unclear                                                                                    GWAS              \[[@B23]\]
  *BIN1*           Sporadic   Bridging integrator 1 (amphiphysin II)                   Nucleocytoplasmic adaptor protein, possible role in synaptic vesicle endocytosis           GWAS              \[[@B23]\]
  *CR1*            Sporadic   Complement receptor 1                                    Complement cascade regulation                                                              GWAS              \[[@B22]\]
  *SORL1*          Sporadic   Sortilin-related receptor                                Low density lipoprotein receptor family member, possible role in endocytosis and sorting   Candidate         \[[@B85]\]
  *GWA_14q32.13*   Sporadic   Unknown                                                  Unclear                                                                                    GWAS              \[[@B86]\]
  *TNK1*           Sporadic   Tyrosine kinase, non-receptor 1                          Nonreceptor tyrosine kinase                                                                GWAS              \[[@B86]\]
  *IL8*            Sporadic   Interleukin 9                                            CXC chemokine family member, mediation of inflammatory response                            Candidate         \[[@B87]\]

\*Top 10 results from AlzGene database \[[@B78]\], accessed March, 2011.

Recently, several GWAS have identified multiple gene variants that are associated with AD (reviewed in \[[@B19]\]). Interestingly, none of the top GWAS hits have been in *APP*or the presenilin genes. Many of the identified risk variants have odds ratios \< 1.2 and their associations with AD have not been replicated in independent studies. Factors that contribute to this lack of independent replication probably include the distributions of expressivity of the risk variants and differences in the study populations: it has been observed that the contribution of at least some susceptibility genes to AD depends on the genetic background of the patients \[[@B20]\].

However, two recent large GWASs by Harold *et al.*\[[@B21]\] and Lambert *et al.*\[[@B22]\] have identified a handful of susceptibility genes with genome-wide significance, each study confirming the main findings of the other. Both studies genotyped approximately 15,000 patients and controls for approximately 600,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The individuals studied by Lambert *et al.*\[[@B22]\] were of French Caucasian descent, whereas those studied by Harold *et al.*\[[@B21]\] came from the United States and several countries in western Europe. Consistent with other AD GWAS, the association between AD and the apolipoprotein E gene *APOE4*dominated the results of both studies. The clusterin gene *CLU*(also known as *Apolipoprotein J*(*APOJ*)) also reached genome-wide significance in both studies. Two other genes, the phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly protein gene *PICALM*and *Complement receptor type 1*(*CR1*), reached genome-wide significance in one study and sub-genome-wide significance in the other. Not only did each study confirm, at least to some degree, the findings of the other, but these four susceptibility genes have been observed in more recent GWASs \[[@B23]\].

Linking GWAS findings to AD pathogenesis
----------------------------------------

Both APOE and CLU are lipoproteins that are found in the brain, with APOE being the predominant brain lipoprotein (reviewed in \[[@B24]-[@B26]\]). Both gene products can act as secreted chaperones that can bind many ligands, including Aβ. Although not fully elucidated, it is widely thought that the risk variants of these lipoproteins promote AD pathogenesis by affecting the extracellular concentration, localization and/or fibrillization of Aβ.

Risk variants of *CR1*and *PICALM*have also been proposed to contribute to AD pathogenesis by affecting extracellular Aβ concentration and/or localization \[[@B26],[@B27]\]. CR1 plays a role in regulating the complement cascade and has been observed to mediate Aβ clearance through C3b binding \[[@B28]\]. The phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly protein encoded by *PICALM*is involved in clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Thus, *PICALM*risk variants may alter endocytosis-mediated clearance of Aβ, although *PICALM*has also been found to play a role in synapse function \[[@B29]\]. Alternatively, *PICALM*risk variants might cause or exacerbate the endosomal pathologies observed in AD \[[@B30]\].

The roles of many of the other susceptibility genes identified by GWAS in AD pathogenesis are similarly unclear, but a large percentage of these genes are known to have roles in lipid metabolism, cardiovascular disease and inflammation. There is evidence of direct or indirect relationships between Aβ and many of the gene products. Nevertheless, it has been difficult to link the GWAS findings with mechanisms of AD precisely, in part because current GWAS technology does not identify the actual genetic changes that are responsible for altered risk (reviewed in \[[@B26],[@B27]\]). It will be important to determine if a given gene plays a role in initiating AD or if it modifies the age of onset of a disease progression that is already set in motion.

Collectively, AD GWASs provide strong evidence that AD has complex genetic contributions, and help to explain why it has not been possible to model sAD in mice. Given the difficulty in modeling fAD and sAD in mice, the validation of the AD susceptibility genes identified by GWAS and the determination of their biological relevance remain as key issues. Creating cellular models of patients in whom risk variants have high expressivity could provide a novel approach to this end.

iPSCs as tools to make live, patient-specific neuronal cultures
===============================================================

iPSC technology
---------------

The recent development of iPSC technology provides a method to create live, patient-specific models of disease and to investigate disease phenotypes *in vitro*\[[@B31],[@B32]\]. iPSCs are most commonly made by taking a small skin biopsy from a patient, expanding the biopsy into primary fibroblasts, and transducing the cells with retroviruses that encode the transcription factors OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and cMYC. Amazingly, the resultant reprogrammed cell lines, if of sufficient quality, are patient-specific stem cell lines that appear to divide indefinitely and can theoretically differentiate into any cell type in the human body. Thus, these lines provide a novel method to make abundant quantities of live, patient-specific neurons and glia. iPSC technology has been touted as a method to create both \'diseases in a dish\' and novel platforms for therapeutic development. Nevertheless, it has yet to be demonstrated that iPSCs can be used to model AD or indeed any complex genetic disease. A potential approach for the use of iPSCs in modeling AD is illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![**A general approach for the use of iPSCs to model AD**. Samples from sporadic AD patients, familial AD patients and \'healthy\' controls are reprogrammed into iPSC lines. iPSCs are then differentiated into cell types of interest, such as neurons, using quantitative methods that compare differentiation efficiency between lines and patients. By comparing iPSC-derived neurons and/or glia between individuals, it may be possible to validate findings from GWAS and animal models studies and to identify novel initiating events of AD. For example, do iPSC-derived neurons from fAD patients have aberrant Aβ secretion? Do iPSC-derived neurons from sAD patients resemble fAD samples?](gm265-1){#F1}

Recently, new methods to generate iPSCs using excisable, non-integrating and DNA-free vectors have been published (reviewed in \[[@B33]\]). Transgene-free iPSCs might be beneficial for certain applications, such as transplantation, but many of these methods have yet to be used successfully for disease modeling. Additionally, Pang *et al.*\[[@B34]\] recently reported a method for the direct conversion of human fibroblasts into neurons. Cultures of perinatal fibroblasts that were transduced with the transcription factors Brn2, Ascl1, Myt1l and NeuroD1 rapidly converted into cultures containing neurons. These neurons, which appeared to be primarily glutamatergic, could be matured to display spontaneous electrical activity. In its current form, this method has significant limitations for the study of AD, including the facts that patient fibroblasts are much more exhaustible than iPSCs and that non-neuronal cells play important roles in the pathogenesis. Nevertheless, it provides a provocative clue to suggest that by modulating core transcriptional networks, we may be able to direct patient samples to precise cell types of interest, including the neuronal subtypes that are lost early in the pathogenesis of AD (such as basal forebrain cholinergic neurons).

Genomic fidelity and genetic manipulation of iPSCs
--------------------------------------------------

iPSCs need to maintain a high degree of genetic fidelity if they are to model a complex genetic disease such as AD. This issue was addressed recently by comparing at high resolution the genomes of iPSCs relative to those of the patients they represent \[[@B35]-[@B38]\]. Gore *et al.*\[[@B37]\] investigated genetic fidelity by sequencing the exomes (approximately \[[@B37]\] 84% coverage) of iPSC lines and their parental fibroblasts. In addition, these researchers obtained and sequenced iPSC lines made from two individuals whose genomes have been published. They reported the results for 22 iPSC lines, made by several different laboratories using multiple reprogramming methods. Coding point mutations were found in all 22 lines, with an average of five protein-coding mutations per line. Some of these mutations were present in the parental fibroblast cultures at low frequencies, whereas other mutations appeared to result from the reprogramming and clonal expansion processes. In two similar studies, gene copy number variants (CNVs) were analyzed in large numbers of iPSC lines using high-resolution SNP arrays. Both studies found that CNVs were very common in iPSCs \[[@B36],[@B38]\]. All of these recent studies of genetic fidelity found genetic aberrations in iPSC lines, but they existed at relatively low frequencies, and the collection of aberrations in any two lines rarely appeared to overlap. This suggests that iPSCs do indeed have a high degree of genetic fidelity to their respective donors. The presence of a small number of mutations might complicate disease modeling studies, but it is likely that these can be remedied if each donor individual is represented by multiple, independently derived iPSC lines. These mutations become an issue of much greater concern in transplantation studies, however, especially as some of the genetic aberrations that were observed in iPSCs affected oncogenic loci.

Another important feature of iPSCs is their amenability to genetic manipulation. A wide range of gene-targeting techniques, including homologous recombination and the use of zinc-finger nucleases, have been successfully applied to iPSCs \[[@B39]-[@B41]\]. Adding or removing the AD mutations, risk factors and/or protective factors found in GWAS might provide a better understanding of the role that genetic background plays in AD, and might allow determination of the penetrance of risk factors. With this approach, it might also be possible to assess the contribution of low-risk variants to disease phenotypes and drug responses.

Directed differentiation of iPSCs
---------------------------------

The reliable directed differentiation of iPSCs into cell types that are affected by disease remains a major challenge in the stem cell field. In the case of AD, affected cell types include neurons, astrocytes and microglia \[[@B1]\]. It is commonly thought that glutamatergic and basal forebrain cholinergic neurons are among the neuronal subtypes lost in the early stages of AD, whereas γ-aminobutyric acid transmitting (GABAergic) and additional subtypes are lost by the advanced stages \[[@B42]\]. Although iPSCs readily differentiate into heterogeneous cultures that contain MAP2^+^(microtubule associated protein 2 positive) neurons and GFAP^+^(glial fibrillary acidic protein positive) astrocytes, most protocols yield cultures that contain a high percentage of uncharacterized cell types and might not consistently yield the same subtypes of neurons.

Findings from developmental neuroscience have recently been applied to provide methods to differentiate pluripotent stem cells into electrophysiologically active neurons that resemble glutamatergic and basal forebrain cholinergic subtypes \[[@B43]-[@B45]\]. Bissonnette *et al.*\[[@B44]\] reported a method for differentiating a human embryonic stem cell (hESC) line into neurons that simultaneously expressed the cholinergic marker ChAT (choline acetyltransferase) and forebrain-associated markers, such as p75NTR (neurotrophin receptor). Additionally, some neurons from these cultures, when co-cultured with mouse *ex vivo*entorhinal-hippocampal cortical slices, were capable of acetylcholine release at nicotinic synapses formed with *ex vivo*neurons. Marchetto *et al.*\[[@B45]\], in their study of Rett syndrome using iPSCs, reported the differentiation of iPSCs *in vitro*into neuronal cultures that contained glutamatergic synapses and were capable of generating spontaneous synaptic activity \[[@B45]\]. These two studies exemplify how pluripotent stem cells can differentiate into functional neurons of subtypes relevant for the study of AD. Furthermore, the spontaneous synaptic activity observed in differentiated neurons hints that iPSC technology can be used to study not only human neurons but also patient-specific neural networks. However, future progress using these methods will rely on either further characterization of the additional cell types present in cultures (both neuronal and non-neuronal) or the development of methods to isolate cell types of interest.

iPSCs and hESCs generally differentiate into a heterogeneous mix of differentiated cell types and undifferentiated cells *in vitro*. But recent reports of methods to select cell types of interest could provide opportunities both to compare differentiation efficiencies between patients quantitatively and to answer novel questions about human neurons and glia. Pruszak *et al.*\[[@B46]\] identified cell surface molecular signatures that allow the purification of neural precursor cells (NPCs) and neurons from differentiated hESCs by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). NPCs are a more restricted type of stem cell that give rise to neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. FACS-purified neurons survived replating and successfully engrafted into rodent brains. Pruszak *et al.*\[[@B46]\] also reported that FACS-purification of neurons removed tumorigenic cells, which suggests a future avenue for the preparation of transplantation-grade cells. Yuan *et al.*\[[@B47]\] identified an alternative cell surface molecular signature that could be used to purify NPCs and neurons from differentiated hESCs and iPSCs. For the purification of neurons, the methods of both Pruszak *et al.*\[[@B46]\] and Yuan *et al.*\[[@B47]\] rely on neuronal expression of the heat-stable antigen CD24. Yuan *et al.*\[[@B47]\] found that FACS-purified neurons were electrophysiologically active after replating and could be cultured without the presence of glia or other cell types for an extended period of time.

iPSC-derived models of neurodegenerative diseases
=================================================

Modeling AD
-----------

The study of live human neurons in the absence of glia provides an opportunity to ask novel questions about AD and neurobiology in general. For example, it is unclear if many of the pathologies and biochemical alterations associated with AD occur in a cell autonomous rather than a cell-non-autonomous fashion, but this has important implications for how the disease progresses and how potential therapies should be directed. In the case of Aβ toxicity, it is commonly thought that neurons secrete high levels of Aβ, and that some of this Aβ is cleared by astrocytes and microglia \[[@B48],[@B49]\]. By removing glial variables, purified neuronal cultures might allow a precise comparison of the secreted Aβ levels of neurons from AD patients with those from healthy controls. In addition, such cultures should allow studies of whether the secreted factors have a non-autonomous toxic effect.

Yuan *et al.*\[[@B47]\] also identified a molecular signature for the purification of astrocytes from differentiated NPCs. The use of purified glia might make it possible to investigate the converse question: do glia from fAD and sAD patients have reduced ability to clear secreted Aβ when compared with controls? A similar experimental approach has led to interesting observations about non-cell-autonomous mechanisms of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) \[[@B50]-[@B52]\]. Using motor neuron differentiated from embryonic stem cells (from either mice or humans), two research groups \[[@B50]-[@B52]\] have found that primary glial cells harboring mutations found in ALS are selectively toxic to these neurons.

Despite rapid progress in neuronal differentiation methods, several issues regarding the utility of iPSC-derived neurons remain unresolved. One major issue is variability in differentiation propensity between cell lines. Marked differences in differentiation propensity between pluripotent stem cell lines, even between iPSC lines generated from the same individual, have been reported \[[@B53],[@B54]\]. As a large number of research groups have begun to compare the differentiated progeny of multiple iPSC lines, differentiation variability has become an issue of paramount importance. This issue becomes more complex if iPSC technology is to be used to investigate a disease with unknown or unclear developmental alterations. For example, altered neurogenesis has been observed in the brains of AD patients and AD animal models \[[@B55]-[@B58]\]. Thus, it is unclear if iPSCs and iPSC-derived NPCs from AD patients should generate neurons differently than control cells. Improved methods of quantitatively monitoring differentiation will be important contributions to the stem-cell field. Differentiation methods such as those described in Pruszak *et al.*\[[@B46]\] and Yuan *et al.*\[[@B47]\] offer an approach to simultaneously quantify and purify cell types of interest.

Modeling other neurodegenerative diseases in a dish
---------------------------------------------------

Although human iPSCs were first reported less than 4 years ago, a handful of research groups have already reported the successful use of iPSCs in neurologic disease modeling. In 2009, Ebert *et al.*\[[@B59]\] were the first to report a phenotype *in vitro*when they demonstrated the partial modeling of spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) type I. Earlier this year, Nguyen *et al.*\[[@B60]\] reported the successful partial modeling of Parkinson\'s disease (PD), a neurodegenerative disease that has some similar pathologies to AD.

SMA type I is a childhood neurodegenerative disease characterized by selective loss of α-motor neurons. This autosomal recessive disease is caused by mutations in *Survival motor neuron 1*(*SMN*) that reduce SMN protein levels \[[@B61],[@B62]\]. Ebert *et al.*\[[@B59]\] generated iPSCs from one SMA patient and his unaffected mother. One patient and one control iPSC line were then differentiated to form cultures containing motor neurons, which were assessed by the expression of proteins such as ChAT and the transcription factor HB9. The differentiated cultures from the patient iPSC line had reduced expression levels of SMN and reduced numbers of SMN nuclear aggregates termed \'gems\', consistent with disease pathogenesis. Interestingly, the neuronal cultures from the patient differentiated for just 6 weeks had significantly reduced numbers of ChAT^+^neurons when compared with the control samples.

To explore the potential of iPSC technology as a platform for drug validation, the differentiated cultures were treated with valproic acid and tobramycin, two drugs previously shown to increase aberrant SMN expression \[[@B63]-[@B65]\]. Both drugs caused modest but significant increases in SMN protein levels, and both drugs caused partial rescue of gem levels. These findings demonstrate that iPSCs can be used to model aspects of a monogenic neurodegenerative disease and can also be used as a drug validation platform. In the future, it will be important to build upon this important proof-of-principle study by analyzing additional patients and controls, as well as additional iPSC lines from each patient. Because there is strong evidence of intrinsic non-genetic variability between iPSC lines, it will be important to determine if these findings apply to additional cell lines.

PD has received a relatively large amount of attention from the iPSC field. Multiple research groups have reported the generation of iPSCs from PD patients \[[@B60],[@B66],[@B67]\], but until recently, it was unclear if differentiated PD iPSCs displayed disease phenotypes. PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disease after AD. Its pathological hallmarks include intracellular accumulations of α-synuclein protein in the form of Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites, and selective loss of dopaminergic (DA) neurons in the substantia nigra of the midbrain \[[@B68],[@B69]\]. The majority of PD cases, like those of AD, are apparently sporadic, but rare familial forms of the disease exist.

The G2019S mutation of *Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2*(*LRRK2*) is a relatively common autosomal dominant mutation that causes familial PD \[[@B70]-[@B72]\]. Nguyen *et al.*\[[@B60]\] recently reported interesting phenotypes in iPSC-derived neuronal cultures from one patient with a G2019S mutation, which they compared with neurons from one control individual. In this study, two clonal iPSC lines from the patient were differentiated into cultures containing electrophysiologically active neurons that expressed DA proteins, such as tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and FOXA2. Relative to control samples, the DA-expressing cultures from the patient expressed increased levels of α-synuclein. In addition, the TH^+^neurons in the patient samples were more vulnerable to cell death induced by oxidative damage when the cultures were challenged with hydrogen peroxide or 6-hydroxydopamine. The Nguyen *et al.*study \[[@B60]\] represents an important step towards an accurate human model of a monogenic adult-onset neurodegenerative disease. Although it takes decades for overt PD to manifest in patients, iPSC-derived neurons differentiated for only 35 days displayed phenotypic differences. In the future, it will be important to determine if these findings can be extended to additional familial PD patients and if iPSC-derived neurons from sporadic PD patients can resemble familial samples.

The reports of the partial modeling of PD and SMA with iPSCs illustrates the current state of the art of neurodegenerative disease modeling with iPSCs, and hints that this approach could be applied to AD.

AD therapeutics
===============

Beyond the use of iPSC technology to increase our understanding of AD, this technology also has the potential to serve as a platform for AD therapeutic validation and development. In other neurologic diseases, iPSCs have been used to test the mechanistic effect of drugs \[[@B45],[@B59],[@B60],[@B73]\]. In AD, several drugs that were developed using animal models have not performed as expected in clinical trials, and with iPSCs, there could now be an opportunity to determine if this is explained by between-species differences.

Evidence also exists that stem cells, including iPSCs, can serve as therapeutic vehicles in their own right. Blurton-Jones *et al.*\[[@B74]\] demonstrated that transplanted NPCs improved cognitive deficits in a mouse model of AD. Normally, aged mice that are transgenic for mutant APP, mutant presenilin 1 and mutant tau show impaired performance in cognitive tasks such as the Morris water maze and context-dependent novel object recognition. The reduced performance in both of these paradigms was, however, significantly rescued when neural stem cells (NSCs) were transplanted into hippocampi. Interestingly, these transplants also caused significant increases in synaptic density in the hippocampus, one of the best correlates of cognitive function in AD patients \[[@B75]\]. Blurton-Jones *et al.*\[[@B74]\] provided evidence that the improvements in cognition and synaptic density were due to the secretion of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) by the engrafted cells. Although the transplants did not appear to ameliorate the root causes of the deficits (the Aβ and tau pathologies were unchanged), this study provides initial evidence that stem cells might serve as therapeutic vehicles in the treatment of AD.

In the future, iPSCs that are differentiated into NSCs or neurons may also serve as a source of transplantable material. In a rodent model of PD, both mouse iPSCs that were differentiated into NSCs and human iPSCs differentiated into neurons were successfully engrafted into brains and ameliorated motor symptoms \[[@B76],[@B77]\]. However, the previously discussed genetic aberrations observed in iPSCs, even if present in small in quantity, are a major issue that needs to be addressed before transplantation-grade preparations can be made. Extensive genetic screening prior to clinical use might be required as standard procedure.

Conclusions and future directions
=================================

Factors such as the limited availability of live patient samples, the failure of mouse models of fAD to recapitulate AD pathogenesis fully and the inability to study sAD in animal models suggest that live patient-specific cellular models would be especially beneficial to AD research, as long as they can accurately recapitulate important aspects of the pathogenesis. Such models, including iPSCs, have the potential to serve as novel, powerful tools that could help elucidate which pathologies are the primary initiators and accelerators of AD pathogenesis, and could also serve as platforms for therapeutic development.

Recent GWASs have identified multiple susceptibility genes in sAD, including *APOE*, *CLU*, *CR1*and *PICALM*. It has been proposed that the risk variants of these genes contribute to AD pathogenesis by altering Aβ concentrations, but their true role in AD remains unclear, as do most of the precise risk-modifying genetic changes that occur in these genes. Creating iPSC models of sAD patients with high expressivity of risk variants might allow validation and further elucidation of GWAS findings.

The successful use of iPSC technology in the partial modeling of other neurologic diseases, coupled with recent advances in neuronal differentiation and the high degree of iPSC genetic fidelity, provides evidence that iPSCs have the potential to provide novel insight into AD mechanisms and therapies. Many neuronal subtypes are lost by the end-stages of AD, but forebrain cholinergic neurons and glutamatergic neurons are commonly thought to be preferentially affected in the early stages. Recently published differentiation protocols demonstrate that it is possible to generate these subtypes of neurons from pluripotent stem cells, although unknown and/or unwanted cell types may also be generated in the same cultures. Other recent protocols that provide methods to purify NPCs, neurons and glia from differentiated cultures are likely to be very useful when comparing the differentiation efficiencies of different iPSC lines, when seeking to remove tumorigenic cells from cultures destined for transplantation, and in the isolation of specific cell types of interest.

Within the past few years, iPSCs have been used to create *in vitro*models of other neurologic diseases, including PD, which often shares overlapping pathologies with AD. Investigations into these diseases have shown that iPSC models are especially suited to the study of live cell and early aspects of disease pathogenesis. For AD, there are many attractive targets for this type of analysis, including the toxicity, clearance and localization of Aβ and other derivatives of APP processing. iPSC technology might also be useful in determining which processes aggravate or prevent tau phosphorylation and aggregation, an area of investigation that is problematic at present because of differences in the tau protein between rodents and humans.

Although the initial successes with disease modeling using iPSCs have generated great excitement, and justly so, they are only the first step in what will continue to be a difficult experimental process of elucidating the root causes of chronic and common diseases such as AD. We anticipate that significant progress on AD involving these methods will require particularly rigorous and quantitative applications of this promising technology. For example, to minimize

the introduction of artifacts during the iPSC-derivation process, future studies should ideally reprogram primary cells with similar culture histories, and all patients and controls should be represented by more than one, probably as many as three or more, independently derived iPSC lines. Similarly, for the validation of newly generated iPSC lines, genomic fidelity should be estimated, minimally at G-banding resolution, and it should be demonstrated that there is no major difference in iPSC quality between individuals (for example, by quantitative analysis of transgene silencing and pluripotency marker expression). Proof of pluripotency by teratoma formation, in its current form, probably need not remain a required assay for disease modeling studies that use pre-established derivation methods, as much more quantitative methods exist to assay iPSC quality and differentiation.

Additional requirements for elucidating AD mechanisms might require better control of differentiation itself. Because variability in differentiation propensity can exist between stem cell lines, it is very difficult to draw strong conclusions from a disease modeling study that does not quantitatively characterize the differentiation process and the resultant cultures. For neuronal cultures, informative measurements include the proportion of neurons in culture, the subtypes of neurons present, and the degree of neuronal maturity, which can be estimated using electrophysiological methods. Some studies might require pure neurons, whereas experiments on mixtures of neurons and glia will require the ability to purify both cell types and to recombine them in culture in defined proportions over extended culture times. Finally, the ability for readers to interpret results will also be greatly improved if publications report more clearly the number of patients, iPSC lines and biological replicates analyzed in each dataset.

Specific to the study of AD, it will be important in the near future to provide proof-of-principle studies that determine whether iPSCs are capable of recapitulating aspects of AD pathogenesis and whether they can be used to validate and further elucidate findings from AD GWAS. As AD takes decades to manifest in patients, it might be challenging to create informative *in vitro*models of AD on a reasonable time frame. Furthermore, it is unclear if iPSCs can be used to model sporadic forms of the disease, which are thought to involve environmental factors and/or somatic mutations. For a sufficiently powered investigation into the heterogeneity of sAD, large numbers of patients and control individuals will need to be examined. Thus, an important future benchmark will be improved methods to generate large numbers of iPSC lines.

Despite these challenges, iPSCs have the potential to provide great insight into the mechanisms that initiate and accelerate the onset of AD. This new insight could lead to improved prospective diagnostics and better targets for therapeutic development for one of the world\'s most important diseases.

Abbreviations
=============

Aβ: amyloid β; AD: Alzheimer\'s disease; ALS: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; *APOE4*: *Apolipoprotein E 4*; APP: amyloid precursor protein; ChAT: choline acetyltransferase; *CLU*: *Clusterin*gene; CNV: copy number variant; *CR1*: *Complement receptor type 1*gene; DA: dopaminergic; FACS: fluorescence-activated cell sorting; fAD: familial AD; GWAS: genome-wide association study; hESC: human embryonic stem cell; iPSC: induced pluripotent stem cell; NPC: neural precursor cell; NSC: neural stem cell; PD: Parkinson\'s disease; *PICALM*: phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly protein gene; sAD: sporadic form of AD; SMA: spinal muscular atrophy; *SMN*: *Survival motor neuron 1*gene; SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism; TH: tyrosine hydroxylase.
